Investigating the physics of magnetic bright points by Sunrise/IMaX and Hinode/SOT data – work in progress
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Abstract
The well known solar activity is triggered and caused by extended solar magnetic fields. The most significant magnetic fields are present in the form of sunspots and sunspot groups and show the known 11 year activity pattern. Regardless of the importance of sunspots they are not the only observable magnetic features on the Sun. A whole spectrum of features exist going down to the smallest and yet very important small-scale features like magnetic bright points (MBPs). These features are known to science since the 1970s and huge progress in understanding and describing them was achieved. Nevertheless the complete physical picture from creation to disintegration is not well understood. We want to emphasize in the ongoing work on the disintegration part as it might yield new insights in the chromospheric and coronal heating problem. For that purpose, we study data sets from two instruments with high spatial resolution, balloon-borne mission - Sunrise – and a space-borne instrument – Hinode.

1. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic bright points (MBPs) are manifestations of small scale magnetic field concentrations seen in the photosphere in intergranular lanes (Berger and Title 2001). They were first found in the 1970s and since then observed and studied in more detail (Mehltretter 1974). They show sizes typically smaller than 200 km in diameter (Utz et al. 2009) and are highly dynamic with lifetimes in the range of minutes (Utz et al. 2010). While theoretical concepts explain their formation – convective collapse model (e.g. Spruit 1976); observed and verified in 2008 by Nagata et al. – there are no theoretical concepts and observations of how they dissolve and what happens to the stored magnetic field energy. To close this gap it is necessary to conduct studies of MBPs with the best available spectro-polarimetric data (temporal, spatial and spectral resolution). Furthermore the obtained results should be of statistical significance. Therefore results should be obtained on larger data sets and hence automated image analysis algorithms are needed. In this paper we want to outline our efforts so far to answer the discussed scientific question – What happens to the magnetic field energy of MBPs when they dissolve?

2. DATA
For our study we use data taken by two highly advanced and outstanding missions. One mission – Hinode – is a spacecraft designed for the investigation of the solar magnetic fields while the other mission – Sunrise - is a balloon-borne instrument that was flown in the stratosphere.

2.1 Hinode:
In this analysis we use data from Hinode (see Kosugi et al. 2007) Solar Optical Telescope (SOT, Tsuneta et al. 2008). The data were taken on the 20th of January 2007 and comprise BFI (broad-band filter imager) G-band images and SP (spectropolarimetric) data. The SP data consist of normal map scans obtained close to disc centre with a cadence of about 2
minutes and 10 seconds, a FOV of about 3.69 by 81.15 arcsec², and a spatial sampling of 0.16 arcsec/pixel with diffraction limited spatial resolution of 0.32 arcsec. The scans started at 6:55 UT on the 20th of January and finished around 7:57 UT giving a total of 29 scans.

The BFI instrument performed at the same time (starting at 6:54:31 UT and ending at 7:58:02 UT) observations in the G-band filter with the following characteristics: A FOV of 21.79 by 55.79 arcsec² with a binning of 1 to 1 leading to the maximum spatial sampling of 0.054 arcsec/pixel and a diffraction limited spatial resolution of 0.22 arcsec. The temporal cadence is 30 seconds.

2.2 Sunrise:

The Sunrise mission was a one meter telescope flown on a balloon in the stratosphere (about 30 km above sea-level) in June 2009 (for a detailed mission description see Barthol et al. 2011). The scientific payload consisted of two instruments: SuFI, the Sunrise Filter Imager, an instrument designed to observe the solar atmosphere (photosphere and chromosphere) in the near-ultraviolet and visible in 5 wavelength bands (214 nm, 300 nm, 312 nm, 388 nm - Cn band head - and 397.6 nm - Ca II H). The FOV of the instrument is approximately 15 by 40 arcsec².

The other instrument onboard the gondola is IMaX – Imaging vector Magnetograph eXperiment which conducts observations of doppler shifts and polarization in the Zeeman-sensitive photospheric spectral line of neutral iron at 525.02 nm.

In our study we used IMaX data from the 9th of June 2009. The data were taken between 0:36 UT and 2:02 UT and comprise two data sets (the first one ending at 0:58 UT and the second one starting at 1:31 UT). Both data sets were recorded in the V5-6 mode. This mode comprises all 4 polarization states and 5 wavelength samples around the iron line center (-80 mÅ, -40 mÅ, 40 mÅ, 80 mÅ and 227 mÅ – continuum) accumulated within 6 single exposures (for more details about IMaX see Martinez Pillet et al. 2011).

3. ANALYSIS

Nowadays the advent of space-borne instruments gives us on the one side the ability to obtain highly resolved stable longtime observations but on the other hand leads to enourmous amounts of data. To be able to analyse such data sets it is highly recommendable to use automated computer algorithms. In the recent years we developed an automated MBP identification and tracking algorithm as described in Utz et al. 2009 and 2010. At the moment the programme development concentrates on an interface for the SIR (Stokes inversion by response functions) code developed by Ruiz Cobo and del Toro Iniesta in 1992. These two codes will be used subsequently for the analysis of the Hinode and Sunrise data. In the following we will discuss the current state of the art of our project.

3.1 Hinode:

At the moment we are working on the implementation of a GUI (graphical user interface) for the SIR code. The principle development has successfully ended and first automated inversions of complete data sets are underway. The huge advantage of the developed add-on for the SIR code is the possibility to a) invert complete image scans instead of single pixels b) to have an easy access to the control parameters and c) to obtain the resulting inversion parameters in standardized FITS (flexible

Fig. 1. The GUI add-on for the SIR code. On the left hand side the working directory, the output directory and the inversion control file can be selected and modified. On the lower edge of the starting screen, options for pre-inversion snapshots are shown. E.g., it is possible to give an overview of the intensity of the selected data or the total polarisation. Furthermore a subfield of the data set can be selected for inversions.
information transport system) files. Figure 1 shows the current status of the GUI while Fig. 2 gives a snapshot detail of an inverted temperature and velocity map of the Hinode/SP data set. For more details about the software add-on to the SIR code see Thonhofer et al. 2012.

Furthermore we worked on inversions of single MBPs (as the GUI and automation add-on for the SIR code has not been ready at that moment). First inversion results of MBPs are promising and can be seen in Fig. 3. The figure demonstrates the evolution of a selected MBP in the G-band filtergram (first row; SOT/BFI) from left to right. The next rows show the different SP maps: Continuum intensity, temperature at optical depth log(τ) = -1.3 (between 4800 K and 5700 K), magnetic field strength (scaled from 30 G to 200 G), inclination angle (between 30 deg and 150 deg), and the line-of-sight velocity (between -2 km/s and 2 km/s). Except of the continuum intensity the parameters were obtained by using the SIR code. Clearly the MBP is associated with strong magnetic

Fig. 2.: left: a small detail of the velocity map. The map was obtained by the SIR code and shows clearly the granulation pattern. Granules are given in blue (upstreaming plasma) while the intergranular plasma is given in red/pink colors (downflows). right: The same detail as on the left hand side but for the temperature map. The granules can be seen again as hot and bright features with temperatures up to 7000 K while the intergranular regions have only temperatures of about 5000 K.

Fig. 3. The evolution of a selected MBP in the G-band and in selected physical parameter maps obtained from inversions. From top to bottom: The G-band intensity with an evolving MBP (marked in the 3rd image from left by a vertical line), the SP continuum intensity, the temperature map, the magnetic field strength, the magnetic field inclination and finally the line-of-sight velocity component.
fields and in the moment of its appearance with a strong downflow. This was already observed by Nagata et al. 2008.

3.2 Sunrise:

To verify obtained results and increase their statistical significance it is always important to cross-check results with independent data sets. An even better way is to cross-check results with independent instruments. Hence we started to analyse Sunrise/IMaX data sets. We applied the automated MBP identification algorithm (Utz et al. 2010) on the continuum images (see Fig. 4). From this figure it is clear that the algorithm identifies in the continuum two types of features: non-magnetic small granules and MBP features. The first row of the figure shows the continuum intensity of 2 examples. The second row illustrates the V/I polarisation within the iron line clearly indicating that the left hand feature is a non-magnetic small granule while the right hand feature is a small-scale magnetic field concentration – MBP.

We investigated the intensity normalised to the continuum intensity (continuum line profile; sampled with 4 measurement points + continuum). The line profiles are shown in the third row of the figure (panel 1 and 3). One can see that magnetic features look enhanced in intensity within the line profile compared to non magnetic features. This can be seen in the line profiles displayed in panel 1 and 3 of the third row and the relative strengths of the line depressions.

We used this relative intensity enhancement to distinguish between magnetic and non magnetic features and hence are able to solely identify MBP features in the data set. In the following we want to discuss two of the found cases:

Case I shows a brightening in the continuum without any corresponding magnetic field signal (V/I polarisation) in the beginning (see Fig. 5). Later on a strong magnetic field develops on the position of the brightening while the brightening itself decreases. This might be a case of MBP formation with strong downflows as discussed in the paper of Nagata et al. 2008.

Case II shows two opposite polarities very close to each other (see Fig. 6). One polarity (shown in bright color) is quite weak and disappears during the evolution of the brightness enhancement in the continuum. This might indicate a reconnection event on small scales. More information can only be obtained with inversions and inverted data which will be done in the near future.

4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this proceeding we have shown the current state of our investigations on MBPs. We are working on an automated image inversion add-on for the SIR inversion code. The next steps would be:

- Implementation of an automated faulty-pixel-detection and reinversion of the faulty pixels
- Exhaustive tests of the achieved inversion quality
- Parallelisation of the code to improve the runtime performance
- Automated detection of the type of the

![Fig. 4.](image-url)
inversion region (quiet sun, plage region, umbra, penumbra)

Regarding the analysis of MBPs we have shown first results on a single MBP. In the future we want to apply the automated inversion to get good statistical parameters on interesting parameters like the line of sight velocity component and its relationship to the magnetic field strength. Of special interest for our research would be of course the evolution of the temperature with the line-of-sight velocity and the magnetic field strength at the end of the lifetime of the MBP. This could give insights into what is going on with and happening to the stored magnetic field energy at the end of the lifetime of the MBP. Is it used to heat the local plasma?

Regarding the Sunrise data the next step, which is underway, is the inversion of the data sets and the retrieval of physical meaningful parameters of MBPs. In this work we presented the possibility of the application of an automated algorithm for the identification of MBPs on IMaX continuum data and two promising case studies. One shows most probably the convective collapse taking place while the other case might demonstrate a small scale magnetic field reconnection.
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Fig. 5.: Left side (first three images of a row): the detail of the intensity map around an identified MBP feature. The feature itself is marked by an asterisk. Right side (the next three images): the temporal evolution of the same detail in the V/I polarisation map. The MBP feature is marked again by asterisks. In this specific example the brightening of the feature sets in before a clear indication of a strong magnetic field can be seen in the polarisation map. The shown image sequence has a cadence of 2 images/min.

Fig. 6.: Similar to Fig. 5 but for the second case study. Here we show a possible reconnection event. In the first image of the V/I polarisation a negative and positive polarisation can be seen. The positive (bright) polarisation element spreads in the successive images out and seems to disappear. In the last row both polarisations get weaker while in the intensity images the brightness increases.
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